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About This Content

Own the 36-song soundtrack to Cally's Trials, in mp3 format! Every song from the game is included.

Tracklist:
01 - Adventure (2:19)

02 - Danger (2:32)
03 - Pulse (2:21)

04 - Atmosphere (3:16)
05 - Backstory (2:48)
06 - Herbert (2:52)
07 - Bears (1:38)

08 - Footprints (2:06)
09 - Dusk (0:44)
10 - Finale (1:43)
11 - Battle (2:37)

12 - Expanse (1:38)
13 - Regret (3:06)
14 - Past (3:30)
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15 - Narrows (3:00)
16 - Hope (4:56)
17 - Lost (1:04)

18 - Captive (3:28)
19 - Grime (3:09)

20 - Combat (1:34)
21 - Respite (1:10)
22 - Ghost (2:06)
23 - Pause (1:25)

24 - Artifice (2:24)
25 - Strength (1:55)
26 - Sunrise (1:58)
27 - Home (1:31)

28 - Intermission I (0:27)
29 - Intermission II (0:24)
30 - Intermission III (0:31)

31 - Ballad (3:20)
32 - End (2:12)

33 - Lloyd's Song (2:38)
34 - Struggle (1:47)
35 - Peace (1:10)
36 - Empty (2:54)
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Title: Cally's Trials - OST
Genre: Indie
Developer:
VDO Games
Release Date: 14 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Anything that plays MP3 files

English
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pretty decent mod i like it
this mod is perfect thumbs up!!!
. This is your short standard FPS game. The gameplay is nothing special but the look and feel of the game make it more fun
than your standard brown-town shooter.. its kinda fun for like 5 min then its boring and hard as hell. I could of got a mod to do
this, but insisted on giving them some money, I would like to see the entire united states done soon!. I don't even like the RTS
genre, the only reason I bought this game is because the trailer with the barbarian reading the reviews made me laugh out loud.
Turns out it's actually quite fun.. Although I have Oculus and Touch I have a very limited space to play, so basically I was
looking for a game where I can only stand, look in one direction and shoot. This game delivers that perfectly, that feeling
wielding revolver in one hand and shotgun in the other is priceless. I feel like Van Helsing.... It's a simple vertical scrolling
runner game with a nice soundtrack. It's not to hard and I have yet to find the microtransactions the negative reviewers are
talking about. It's good enough to pass some time like during lunch breaks or if you have to wait for something else. The
soundtrack is nice but I wished that there were more than 4 songs. I also wish there were more ships and crew to choose from to
keep it more interesting.
I have enjoyed myself and that's what matters to me. Recommended for passing time, but hey you can also read a book or play
one of the gazillion other games in the world.. This is probably the best application I've ever found for VR, hands down.

It's a very reasonable price for a very simple yet powerful program. By default you swing your arms to move around in vr games
while holding a button, different profiles are setup for different games's locomotions. If you don't see a profile for your game in
Natural Locomotion, you can always make one with settings you desire, or see if the dev has plans to add official support. It can
work great for most games, but some games have issue with that type of locomotion.

However, the developer has been working hard to make as much compatibility with different VR hardware as possible. If you
look around the NaLo steam forums, you can find that it is even possible to makeshift vr foot tracking using smartphones or ps3
move controllers, even nintendo joycons! This will allow you to walk in place to start locomotion, without the use of swinging
your arms, making games that require a lot of arm movement more enjoyable to move around in!!

It definitely beats having to buy a vive tracker for 100 bucks a piece.. Just one of the worst games I ever played.
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It's pretty okay, very nostagic. I miss the old Chip though, now he's a hipster and thinks he's too good for us.. Harder than Dark
souls

Really though, this is a nice little game and if you have kids I'm sure they'd love the play it. The music is really catchy. I've ran
into a couple bugs, but nothing major and I've let the devs know about them so they should be fixed soon. The drawings are
really nice and they have cheeky little animations once you fill them in.

9.9\/10. Just like Little Alchemy on iOS but worse and more expensive. In fact, just get Little Alchemy.
AVOID. This game is pretty cool and runs fine on medium pc. Ofc becouse game is in alpha it requires little bit optimization,
you can alredy play this game with normal fps on pc that is lower then what you can see in system requirements , thought when
loading you might get some serious performance drops and get your game crashed, but this happened to me only once when I
loaded my warp save. This game looked fun and unique. I saw the reviews and found that Windows Central rated it 4\/5 for the
XBox. So for under $5 I decided to give it a try....and I'm glad I did. Frantic, Crazy, Chaotic, Frustrating. I kept dying....and
dying....and dying. But, I kept trying....and trying....just one more level...one more....one more. Crazy Fun Game....even has a
global leaderboard.. Michael Jordan vs Lebron James simulator . . . or something like that.. If you like dungeon crawling, I think
you'll enjoy this game. If you like dungeon crawling and cute girls, you'll love this game.

Despite what sounds like a scary or unfun looming time limit, this game has been updated and that is no longer even a valid
concern. If you put in any effort whatever, you will be rolling in the gold. All the characters and creatures have great designs,
and though I've only finished one route, I am excited to go through the other three routes to see what they have to offer in terms
of romance and events.

With the news of an additional update coming in April with even more additional content, I'd recommend giving this game a
try.. This game is a waste of money. It was not fun or interesting to play. It is very simplistic and not well executed. I bought this
on sale and still feel cheated.. Satazius is a fairly standard spaceship shooter. While it's far from the quality of a Tecnosoft or
Toaplan shmup, it's still pretty fun and worth a few bucks if it's on sale. The level design varies from stupidly easy to cheap and
frustrating, the graphics are dull, and the music is bland, but if you're desperate for a shmup, you could do far worse.
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